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Rockton Software is a creative company that develops products that make Microsoft Dynamics GP more intuitive and 
user-friendly to improve customer’s lives by making their work simpler and easier.

“It is refreshing to 

get answers as directly 

to the point as Rockton 

does. Keep up the 

good work.”

Randy Smith

–By Design Consulting

Making Microsoft Dynamics® GP Work Simpler & Easier

Omni Price
 Manage any pricing structure easily

Pricing made simple
Omni Price is a flexible and powerful customer pricing system designed to enhance the 
Invoicing and Sales Order Processing modules of Microsoft Dynamics® GP. With its 
comprehensive pricing matrix and filter based selection system, Omni Price simply handles 
almost every pricing situation you are likely to think of, and some you hadn’t.

Unlimited customer and item configurations
Apply pricing contracts to a specific customer or to groups of customers based on any 
combination of up to 17 criteria using the customer filter. Apply a contract to groups of items 
using the item filter and its 17 available criteria, or enter individual items directly into the 
pricing matrix.

Date and data driven flexibility
Use the date filter to apply pricing for up to 5 specific intervals and even limit to certain days 
of the week. Limit contracts to only be applied when the transaction details match the 7 
optional criteria of additional filters.

Variable price calculations
Use the Pricing Matrix to define how the special price should be calculated. Select from 13 
available pricing modes, including:
 • fixed price or price adjustment
 • percentage of standard or current cost
 • percentage of list or calculated price
 • percentage markup of standard or current cost
 • percentage margin of standard or current cost

Additional features
 • Prioritize contracts to automatically select between multiple valid contracts
 • Use Markdowns with an optional specified account to track the actual value of the 
  contract in your General Ledger
 • Full Multi-Currency functionality
 • Quantity Breaks are automatically calculated and can have different pricing modes 
  for each
 • Comprehensive Customer Price List reporting
 • Simple Price Check window to confirm pricing
 • Optional Transaction Logging of all special pricing applied


